Mr. Mark Patterson  
FWDA BEC  
Fort Wingate Army Depot  
PO Box 268  
Fort Wingate, NM 87316

RE: REQUEST FOR OF ALL FACILITY WELL LOGS AND WELL CONSTRUCTION DIAGRAMS  
FORT WINGATE DEPOT ACTIVITY, NEW MEXICO  
EPA ID# NM6213820974  
FWDA-07-002

Dear Mr. Patterson:

The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) is currently reviewing the Interim Facility Wide Groundwater Monitoring Plan. Section VIII.A.4 (#2) of the Fort Wingate Depot Activity (FWDA) Permit requires that the Permittee provide copies of all the facility well logs and well construction diagrams as part of the hydrogeologic summary that was submitted to NMED 60 days after the effective date of the Permit. NMED does not have well logs or construction diagrams for the following wells: TMW21, TMW22, TMW23, TMW24, TMW25, TMW26, TMW27, TMW28, TMW29, EMW01, EMW02, EMW03, EMW04, MW18D, MW18S, MW20, MW22D, MW22S, Wingate 89, Wingate 90, and Wingate 91. The Permittee must provide well logs and construction diagrams for the wells mentioned in this letter to NMED by June 4, 2007.
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact me at (505) 476-6056.

Sincerely,

Tammy Diaz-Martinez
FWDA Project Leader
Hazardous Waste Bureau

cc: J. Kieling, NMED HWB
    D. Cobrain, NMED HWB
    C. Frischkorn, NMED HWB
    Steve Smith, USACE-SWF
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